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Disclaimer
The information contained in this confidential document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by CyanConnode Holdings Plc (the "Company"). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision
and further amendment. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). Any other person who receives this
Presentation should not rely or act upon it. Any person who is in any doubt about this Presentation should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and
other securities.
This Presentation includes geographic and economic information, industry data and market share information obtained from independent industry publications, market research and analyst reports, surveys and other
publicly available sources. Although the Company believes these sources to be generally reliable, geographic and economic information, industry data and market share information is subject to interpretation and
cannot be verified with complete accuracy due to limits on the availability and reliability of raw data, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other limitations and uncertainties inherent in any statistical
survey. Accordingly, the accuracy and completeness of this data is not guaranteed. The Company has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this Presentation nor ascertained
the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources.
While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give,
any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral
information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company
nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or
otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of
this Presentation.
All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this
Presentation. In addition, this Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed
or implied by these statements. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the
Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, forecasts, projections, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and
uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. Therefore, actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such
statements. Risks and uncertainties that could cause results of future events to differ materially from current expectations expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements
include, but are not limited to, factors associated with requirements of additional financing risk, risks of delays in construction, production, competitive pressures, changes in the regulatory framework and prevailing
macroeconomic conditions and other risks. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements or views are correct or that the objectives of the Company will be achieved. The reader is cautioned not
to place reliance on these statements or views and no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents in respect thereof. The Company does not undertake to update
any forward-looking statement or other information that is contained in this Presentation.
In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not
undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may
become apparent.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company, brokers or any of their respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers in relation to the
acquisition of shares in the Company. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall
form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and
taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and
each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted
Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a
Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as
such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and
persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the
relevant jurisdiction.
By accepting receipt or attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, this Presentation, each recipient agrees to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in particular represents, warrants and
undertakes to the Company that: (i) they will not forward the Presentation to any other person, or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any purpose; and (iii) they agree to comply with the
contents of this notice.
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H1 2019 Highlights
• Revenue of £1.0m achieved for H1 2019 (H1 2018 restated £1.3m)
• 24% reduction in operating costs from £4.6m in H1 2018 to £3.5m in
H1 2019

• Cash and investments totalling £2.4m at the end of H1 2019 with
£0.8m receipt for R&D tax credit expected in Q3

• £1.3m of follow-on orders signed in 2019 for near term delivery
• UK Smart Metering Programme gaining momentum
• New long-range (up to 12 kms) RF module developed

• New product for district heating
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Financial Results – P&L
30-Jun-19

30-Jun-18

31-Dec-18

6 months

6 months

12 months

£’000

£’000

£’000

1,014

1,344

4,465

Cost of Sales

-537

-342

-1,724

Gross Profit

477

1,002

2,741

47%

75%

61%

-1,030

-1,231

-2,466

-235

-238

-472

Other Operating Costs

-2,249

-3,142

-6,123

Operating Costs

-3,514

-4,611

-9,061

Investment Income

10

6

13

Finance costs

-2

-1

-2

-3,029

-3,604

-6,309

300

250

927

-2,729

-3,354

-5,382

Consolidated Profit & Loss

Revenue

Gross Profit Margin %
R&D Costs
Amortisation and Depreciation

Loss before tax
Tax Credit
Net Loss
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Financial Results – Balance Sheet /
Cash Flow Statement
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Intangibles
Investments (Bank Securities)
Property/Plant/Equipment
Inventories
Receivables (Trade/Other)
Cash
Total Assets
Trade and Other Payables
Total Liabilities (includes deferred tax)
Net Assets

30-Jun-19
£’000

31-Dec-18
£’000

30-Jun-18
£’000

6,776

6,978

7,189

99
66
294
4,187
2,288
13,710
(1,505)
(2,195)
11,515

44
73
319
4,827
4,564
16,805
(1,994)
(2,684)
14,121

43
57
1,138
2,358
2,753
13,538
(1,984)
(,843)
10,695

Consolidated
Cash-Flow Statement
Cash at 1/1/2019
Net cash-flow from operating
activities
Interest received

H1 2019
£’000
4,564
(2,211)
10

Purchase of investments

(55)

Fixed asset purchases

(18)

Interest paid
Cash at 30/06/2019

(2)
2,288

•

H1 2019 cash outflows from operating activities were £0.5m lower than H1 2018

•

H1 2019 cash and investments, including R&D tax credits of £0.8m due = £3.2m compared to £2.8m in
H1 2018

•

Approx £2m cash received from customers in H1 2019
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About CyanConnode
•

World leader in Narrowband Radio Frequency (RF)
Smart Mesh Networks for smart city solutions

•

Blue-chip client base and partner eco-system
validates technology offering

•

Vendor agnostic model allows multiple routes to
market

•

Revenues in 2019 from existing contracts in UK,
India, and Scandinavia
–

Opportunities for growth in China, Iran,
Bangladesh, and UAE

•

Significant revenue growth expected in H2 2019

•

High margin revenue model

•

Targeted breakeven profitability in 2020

•

The first Licensing Agreement with Beijing
Instruments, potentially worth $4m (£3.1m)

•

Opportunities using new opex model being
progressed
© CyanConnode 2019
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Market Opportunity
• CyanConnode’s technology is focused on smart
metering – a huge growth opportunity, with fewer than
25% of the world’s 3bn meters currently smart

Global meter market (2017)
Gas

• Global meter market estimated at $12bn in 2017 expected to grow by 14% CAGR p.a.

$2.5bn
(21%)

• Smart meter penetration expected to increase rapidly
driven by energy efficiency regulation

$6bn
(50%)
$3.4bn
(29%)

• To date, the Company has primarily focused on
electricity meter market, which accounts for ~50% of
the global meter market
• CyanConnode also targets gas meter market –
number of large, advanced opportunities in place
which have the potential to be applied to the smart
water market in the future
• Deployed technology in the smart lighting market – an
$8bn market in 2018 expected to grow at a CAGR of
22% to 20231

Water

Source: McKinsey analysis from the Xylem Investor Presentation – April 2017

Global smart meter adoption (2017)2

69%
31%
Electric

Well positioned to benefit from rapid forecast market growth
© CyanConnode 2019

Electricity

Smart adoption

88%

91%

12%

9%

Water
Standard meters

Gas

Source: 1. Markets and Markets; 2. McKinsey analysis from the Xylem Investor
Presentation – April 2017
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Customers and Partners
Blue-chip client base and partner eco-system validates technology offering
Customers

Key customer deployments

• Deployed over 1m electricity meters and streets
lights to date across approximately 20 customers
globally
• End customer typically an electricity utility with the
direct customer (often a major prime contractor
partner or meter OEM)

UK SMIP
Swedish Utilities

25 + Finnish Utilities

Partners
Eco-system partners
• Formed deep relationships with major local partners
in target geographies which hugely enhances ability
to win and deliver landmark projects
• Have integrated technology into a number of major
global meter manufacturers’ devices meaning it can
rapidly deploy its technology with these OEMs on
new projects

Deployed with major end customers, partners and hardware providers

© CyanConnode 2019
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Revenue Models
•

Perpetual licences for:
Modules, Gateways and
Software – one off payment
plus 22% annual SMC

•

Term licenses for: Module,
Gateway, Software over X
years, plus 22% annual SMC

•

Support & maintenance
contract: per device once
installed, recurring revenue

•

NRE (non-recurring
engineering): rate card, per
engineering day

•

Royalty licensing:
manufacture of hardware via
reference design

•

Opex Model: per meter per
month

Perpetual
licenses

NEW Opex
model

Term
licenses

Revenue
Model
Support &
maintenance
contract

Royalty
licensing

NRE (nonrecurring
engineering)
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New Opex Model – realizing the
vision of a new world
• No upfront investment needed
Per meter per month over a period of years (typically 10 years)

• Barriers of high initial cost and comparative end use are subsequently
overcome

• Skills and knowledge transfer to local in-country teams
• Local creation of jobs
• Incentives for all stakeholders

• Aggregation of demand to leverage economies to scale and deliver at
affordable prices

• Encouraging all sections of the value chain including social, economic and
Environmental

© CyanConnode 2019
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India
•
•

Market leading position in India

•

In July, the government announced India plans to
change all electricity meters to prepaid smart meters
by 2022

•

The Company is working on several large tenders
for the Indian market that we believe will result in
substantial new contract wins

Following the general election in May 2019 we expect
to see a material acceleration of the Indian Smart
Meters National Programme

–

800K units over 6 contracts = $24m

–

Significant growth in 2020

•

Established strong partner eco-system in county to
facilitate contracts through tenders

•

In August, participated in Metering in India event as
part of a panel discussion. Visits with customers and
partners, government bodies… such as MoP, Director
of Distribution, NSGM, RECL (in discussion regarding
doing an opex model for 1MU)

•

Renewal of orders started happening after seeing the
benefits of Omnimesh solution

© CyanConnode 2019

Indian smart metering market set to grow

Established market - smart metering
manufactures
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Market Potential in India
Accelerated Growth through Government initiatives

Indian Smart Grid

• Projected Spent $44.9 bn (2017 to 2022) (Smart meter, storage, Distribution
automation)
• Eleven Smart Grid demonstration/pilot projects with 50% govt grant in progress.
(India Country Report by DST, Govt of India)
• 3 Full Smart Grid Project sanctioned
Indian Smart Meter Market

• Govt plan to replace 220 million meters in next three years (Statement of
Power Minister R K Singh quoted in Economic times)
• Government has mandated the use of smart prepaid electricity meters in the
country from April 2019
• Current size of energy meter market $340 Million with Projected CAGR 9.34%
(2017-2022)(Source: ReportsnReports.com is an online market research
company)
• India produce Approx. 35 million meters per annum with annual growth of 29%
(source IEEMA report)
• Electrical Industry has grown by 18.7% whereas Energy Meter sector has the
highest growth of 42.8% in 2018
© CyanConnode 2019
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APAC, Europe and Middle East
• Part of UK Smart Meter roll out of 53

South East Asia smart meter estimated growth

million devises – Mesh radio – Not spots

• South East Asia (ex-India) presents
attractive market opportunity – pipeline for
region > $200 million

• Large opportunities in UAE, Thailand,
Indonesia

• First licencing agreement secured in
China in 2018

• Continue to form strategic alliances to
help build market position
– In August 2019 signed MOU with Hexing
Electrical Co. Ltd

• New contracts signed in Scandinavia
District heating, Long Distance 12km

© CyanConnode 2019
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UK Smart Meter Implementation
Programme – SMETS2
• Rollout meters commenced in Q4 2018. To date 1.8m SMET2 meters have
been installed

• Assumption that 10% of SMET2 meters under the Telefónica “not-spot”
projected to deliver £25.7 million of revenues over a 15-year period

• 500,000 prepaid licenses were purchased from Connode prior its
acquisition. Some revenues already taken in previous years.

• CyanConnode does not expect material revenue from this contract during
2019

• >£2m revenue taken from this contract to date
• Revenues from rollout expected to grow from 2020

© CyanConnode 2019
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Beijing Instruments
• December 2018, the Company signed its first agreement to license Beijing
Instrument to manufacture its hardware

• BI will pay a royalty to CyanConnode for each item manufactured under its
reference designs

• Experienced as Contract Equipment Manufacturers (“CEM”) to manufacture
its products

• Potential $4 million and this fee will be recognized as revenue as the
modules and gateways are manufactured over several years

• Additional revenue for CyanConnode’s Omnimesh smart meter platform
• Now at the Firmware testing stage, the stage after will see Beijing
Instruments find customer projects.
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China
China's shipment of smart meters was 200 million units in 2018, at a CAGR of 6.8% during
2013-2018
• As IoT penetrates the public utility sectors, charging by meter allows the smart meter industry to grow at a solid
pace.
− Growth rate is expected to hold steady at 6.5% between 2019 and 2025
• Chinese vendors are moving into new markets
CyanConnode has established a partner eco-system of meter manufacturers
• Working collaboratively on existing customer contracts and new opportunities outside of China
• Licensing models to support partners business needs

Eco-system partners – meter manufacturers
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